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 Controls (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the settings of the various buttons, or controls, found on the View tab.
Display (Function) - Allows you to find out what the current display properties are for your computer. Display Properties

(Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the settings of the various display properties for your computer. Display Settings
(Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the various display settings for your computer. Drives (Function) - Allows you

to find out and modify the settings for the drives and drives that are connected to your computer. Drives Properties (Function) -
Allows you to find out and modify the properties of the drives and drives that are connected to your computer. Fonts (Function)

- Allows you to find out and modify the settings of the various fonts and fonts that are connected to your computer. Fonts
Properties (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the properties of the various fonts and fonts that are connected to
your computer. Forms (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the settings for the various forms and forms that are
connected to your computer. Forms Properties (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the properties of the various

forms and forms that are connected to your computer. Mouse (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the settings for
the mouse and the keyboard and mouse that are connected to your computer. Mouse Properties (Function) - Allows you to find

out and modify the properties of the mouse and the keyboard and mouse that are connected to your computer. Multimedia
(Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the settings for the various multimedia elements that are connected to your
computer. Multimedia Properties (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the properties of the various multimedia
elements that are connected to your computer. Network (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the settings for the

various network connections that are connected to your computer. Network Properties (Function) - Allows you to find out and
modify the properties of the various network connections that are connected to your computer. Notifications (Function) -
Allows you to find out and modify the settings for the various notifications and notifications that are connected to your

computer. Notifications Properties (Function) - Allows you to find out and modify the properties of the 82157476af
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